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Abstract:
The Global Studio at the University of [withheld] College of [withheld] offers a platform of design practices—architecture, interiors, historic preservation, urban environmental design, and product design—that engage cross-cultural issues impacting the built environment. Operating in comparative global contexts, the studio invests students and faculty in interdisciplinary design thinking and making activities that confront diversity, inclusion, social justice, and sustainability. Global Studio supports cross-pollination of design practices that enhance student understandings of how diverse voices contribute to more inclusive design methodologies with global impact.
The pedagogical framework of Global Studio leverages the unfamiliarity of foreign places to inform design decision-making. This act of transference within a global context allows students to view design beyond their own cultural biases while gaining competency in new creative practices. The studio employs a series of multimodal exercises that challenge the initial—often intuitive—assumptions of “otherness” through a diverse range of activities. Critical readings, research, fieldwork, and making exercises are structured to intentionally enhance variant making and visualization activities. Students address social, political, and environmental issues that are increasingly overlooked. An iterative design approach enhances learning outcomes through greater criticality. Fieldwork exercises in both international and domestic
contexts allow students to revisit their initial assumptions of *place*, and thus, to contemplate design solutions responding to hybridized global influences. In this presentation, authors will chronicle the efforts over the past two years creating comparative studies from China to the US, with a focus of multi-scalar, multidisciplinary endeavors that allows us to expand the boundaries of knowledge in this professional academic and research issues around an integrated multi-disciplinary and systematic vision.
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